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Background 
This paper is informed by two contexts. One, the massive, diverse and unequal scale that 

characterizes the Indian Education sector in general and the Higher Education sector in particular, 

and, two, the global disruptive developments in Educational Technology that have not yet found 

their way into the Indian mindset.  

The Approach 

Democratization of Education 
Education has always been considered as being for the people. Consequently, great effort and 

emphasis has been placed on just one aspect – how do we educate people, provision resources, 

manage quality and drive excellence? 

However, this is not entirely democratic. 

A democratic view of education also considers education to also be by the people and of the people. 

In our effort to envision an Educational System, we must consider these two aspects seriously. 

Leveraging Scale to meet Scale 
The vast majority of our systems are designed to be deterministic. They do not recognize the chaos 

that exists within and around them. Our systems and processes are trying to derive value and 

expertise from a system that still obeys the principles of the industrial age. 

This is the age of networks. Networks that are distributed, chaotic and emergent. Networks that 

cannot be designed, but need to be fostered through creation of conditions that can ensure their 

survival and growth. Networks that respect diversity and autonomy. 

Rather than trying to impose more structure, we should invert the challenge and allow our very large 

and diverse scale to meet its own challenges through the power and scale of a very large number of 

intersecting networks. 

Dis-aggregation and Decentralization 
The need of the hour is to unbundle the formal constraints of the educational system by dis-

aggregating its tightly packed structure. This means that we must find ways to dis-aggregate courses 

from institutions, students from classroom, teachers from courses and similar disruptions.  Only by 

doing so will we have an educational system ready to meet the needs of 500 million people. 

The need of the hour is also to decentralize, in a manner that is integrative – aligns to local, regional 

and national goals – and in a manner that respects autonomy and individual creativity. 

The need of the hour is to enable the move from rigid structures to open ecologies of learning. We 

must invert the paradigm and as Ivan Illich, forty years ago, stated “The current search for new 

educational funnels must be reversed into the search for their institutional inverse: educational 

webs which heighten the opportunity for each one to transform each moment of his living into one 

of learning, sharing, and caring.” 
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Capability not just Capacity 
At the root of any system lies capability, not just capacity. Capacity, in the industrial age sense of the 

term, can be provisioned far easier than capability – which is the human and technological skill to 

shape the system’s outcomes. India needs at this point, more than capacity, the capability of human 

and technological resources to make our Educational System the growth engine of our economy and 

society, in a global context. 

The need of the hour is to direct a significant portion of India’s intellectual and labor capital to 

solving the problems of education. This needs employment generation. It needs the ability to create 

opportunities for use of this capital on a continuing basis. It needs sustained focus on research and 

development in Education. 

Nowhere in the world has economic growth taken place because of building capacity or because 

only an insignificant fraction of the workforce spent their productive time to ensure it happens. 

This capital may not be borrowed as-is from small scale western models or imported as best 

practices for our context. No western nation faces the challenge we have. We have much to learn 

from their failures and avoid the debt ridden paths they have taken. We must actively leapfrog over 

options that these nations have already explored and exploited, rather than adopting methods that 

were in vogue a decade or more ago. 

Glocalization – Go Local, Go Global 
Our educational system must understand and adapt to local conditions while staying connected with 

global networks. This is an imperative in a fast changing internal and external context. 

We will need to build the local to global bridges, to ensure that information flows are symmetric and 

to ensure the relevance of our efforts in a global context. 

We need to build local capability by connecting local entrepreneurs to national and global resources 

and intellectual capital, both of which are plentiful. 

The Vision Statement 
 

Educational technology must enable in every Indian who wants or needs to learn or teach the 

capability to shape and be shaped by the Education System.  

This education system must be democratic, equitable, scalably networked, dis-aggregated, 

decentralized and glocalized. 

The Mission 
The achievement of this Vision will require: 

A. Infrastructure: Provide energy, network and computing infrastructure, access and support at 

scale to all stakeholders 
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B. Community: Enable every stakeholder with the capability to build their network of people, 

information and resources 

C. Content: Strategic identification of content and digital formats to be developed, instead of a 

blanket approach to content development (all courses, all subjects).  

D. Education Technology and R&D: Create the technology systems for extremely efficient 

creation, integration and deployment of learning resources 

E. Innovation and Entrepreneurship: Engender the growth of micro to large scale 

entrepreneurs and NGOs to support the mission and generate employment opportunities 

F. Policy: Create structures and accountability mechanisms to support this vision 

Goals 

Infrastructure: Energy, Computing and Network 
A. Provision of affordable and reliable power, computing and network services to 17,000 

entities involved in education.  

B. Provision of and integration with existing technology, content repositories and other 

services on a nationwide network (aggregate all existing efforts in technology, content and 

R&D) by a core team of 50 Ed Tech professionals over 5 years with support from existing 

initiatives 

a. Identity Management: The ability to uniquely identify a stakeholder and reach out 

to through multiple identified channels 

b. Campus ERP: A minimalistic ERP system that is based on a SaaS model 

c. Knowledge and Community Networking Services: A mechanism for dissemination 

and sharing information for, by and of the networks 

d. Communication & Collaboration Services: A mechanism for collaboration 

i. Virtual on-demand classrooms 

ii. Audio and Video Conferencing, including application sharing 

iii. FM and Community Radio interfaces 

iv. Satellite based two-way interactive TV 

Community 
C. Creation of an elite cadre of 170,000 EdTech champions across the country that shall be 

certified to create awareness, build & grow educational networks, disseminate information 

and act as a strategic implementation arm of the MHRD. 
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Content 
D. Creation of localizable, rich media advanced elearning and offline materials across subjects 

(including vocational, medical and agriculture, in close cooperation with those and other 

councils) 

E. Integration of domestic community and Open content repositories through a process of 

academic, pedagogical and technical validation 

F. Creation of Teacher and Student Resource Kits and kits for assessment of teachers for 

continuing certification in ET. 

Education Technology and R&D 
G. Development of cutting edge technology and EdTech pedagogy by a core team of Ed Tech 

professionals over 5 years with support from existing initiatives 

a. Personal Learning Environments for every connected person 

b. MOOC based learning environments on demand for community learning initiatives 

c. Social Networking tools for learning, recruitment and professional collaboration 

d. BIG Data Capture and Analytic Services: Provision for data collection services for 

each node, type of data and type of network. This will involve designing and 

implementing a single framework for organizing and assessing data, closely 

integrated with initiatives such as the UID and ERP for HEI. Create the systems for 

collecting and analysing educational data in ways that make the teaching-learning 

process adaptive and responsive 

e. Creation and implementation of cutting edge learning content management systems 

that will allow mass generation of authentic rich media content 

f. Web 3.0 and Semantic Web based development of educational services and 

applications 

g. Mobile Learning solutions 

h. Offline solutions 

i. Adaptive Learning and Personalization systems 

j. Content Security 

k. Virtual Labs, Simulations and Serious Games frameworks development/procurement 

l. Research and Development in EdTech: Establish a mechanism to develop and 

integrate increasing amounts of intellectual capital/ human resources that can 

facilitate the network effect and lead & extend the state of the art; development of 

500 international level PhD holders in 5 years 

Innovation and Entrepreneurship 
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H. Provide seed funding of 5 cr for 10 entrepreneurs each year in the field of Ed Tech 

I. Provide 1,000 small scale women, disabled, socially and economically weaker sections INR 5 

lakhs grants per year for supporting HEIs with products and services; provide easy loan 

schemes or microfinance initiatives for this audience 

J. Provide a support system (ET Labs and other institutions) for these ecosystems for design-

through-adoption cycles 

Policy 
K. Implement ET certification in teacher career progression (and pay scale) systems; reward 

performers with more incentives 

L. Process to renew certification every year that requires teachers to demonstrate project 

experience (employing ET in teaching practice evidence) and conform to ET guidelines 

M. Policy for creating a cadre of champion teachers and teacher assessors 

N. Setting directives and guidelines for the use of funds and for the cooperation between and 

across MHRD industry and academia. 

Expected Outcomes 
Over the 12th Plan period: 

1. 17,000 stakeholder entities/institutions reliably connected, trained and supported on the 

NKN 

2. An elite cadre of 170,000 champions (teachers, administrators and experts) trained to 

harness the network potential across India that can handle upto 4 million HE teacher 

capability building 

3. Aggregation and implementation/deployment of all past and current technology and 

content initiatives 

4. Development of 20,000 hours of rich media content across 500 HE courses 

5. Cutting edge IP in administration, collaboration, learning, content and assessment 

technologies (among others) 

6. 10 mn teacher certifications and the building up of a Teacher Assessor/Certifier Cadre 

7. Awareness generation and capability building across all HE 

8. 600 researchers across 12 R&D centres 

9. 500 Internationally recognized PhDs 

10. Highly productive and cutting edge global partnerships 

11. 50 Ed Tech startups incubated 
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12. 5000 disadvantaged individual or small scale businesses granted funds and supported by the 

mission 

13. Inclusive and equitable strategy, tuned for excellence 

14. A scalable approach from which we can derive a high quality, continuously adaptive & 

improving growth engine for India 

Implementation Structure  
India must set up a professional structure outside of the existing HEI system to achieve 

these goals. 

I propose the establishment of a National Learning Corporation 

The NLC will be led by the Chief Learning Officer of India, who will be assisted by state level CLOs, a 

Chief Learning Technology Officer, a Chief Academic Officer and a Chief Operations Officer, apart 

from heads of other functions such as Finance, Incubation, Administration and Legal. Also reporting 

in to the national CLO will be the head for Special and Inclusive Education. 

The NLC could be built on the lines of the National Skills Development Corporation, but with 

significant alterations in approach and methodology. It will be accountable to the PPP consortium 

and responsible for implementing the vision and achieving the specified goals. 

Financials 
A total outlay of INR 4,323 crore over the 5-year period. 

      
Administrative 
Overheads 20%   

Grand Total 
           
4,323  crores Years 5   

  
    

  

Champs 
Training 
Programs     

Technical 
Support     

  Annual 5000 
Annual per 
site 100000   

Years Number Total Years Number Total 

3 170000 255 3 13000 390 

2 40000 40 2 4000 80 

Total Cost   295 Total Cost   470 

Total 
Programs 590000   Total Number 13000   

  
    

  

Tablet 170 10000 
Infrastructure 
Training     

  
  

85 
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Operations 
(Infra)           

Team Size 200   
  

  

Average Cost 
per year 

      
800,000    

Tech 
Development     

Total 
                 
80    Team Size 250   

  
  

Average Cost 
per year 

           
1,500,000    

  
  

Total 
                 
187.50    

  
    

  

ET R&D 
Centres   

 

Plus Funded 
International 
PhDs   

Provide assured hi-paying 
tenures on return 

Team Size 50 
 

Number of 
Students 500   

Average Cost 
per year 2500000 

 

Average cost 
per year 1375000   

Number of 
Labs 12 

 
Total 343.75   

Total 
Infra/Setup 
per lab 5000000 

   
  

Running 
Costs per 
year per lab 600000 

   
  

Capital 
Expenses per 
year per lab   

   
  

Total 783.6 
   

  

  
    

  

Content 
Development     

Total Learning 
Content 
Hours     

Team Size 500   

Learning 
Hours per 
man year 8   

Average Cost 
per year 

      
750,000    

Total Learning 
Hours 4000   

Total 
               
188    Grand Total 20000   

  
    

  

Incubation 
Services   

 
Per Course 40   

Number of 
Incubatees 
per year 10 

 
Total Courses 500   

Cost per year 
per 50000000 
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incubatee 

Grand Total 
               
250  

 

Teacher Certification 
Programmes   

  
  

Certification 
Cost 

 
500 

Small Scale 
Grants   

 
Years Number Total 

Number of 
Grantees per 
year 1000 

 
5 2000000 500 

Cost per year 
per grantee 500000 

 
  

 
  

Grand Total 
               
250  

 
Total Cost   500 

      
Total 
Programs 

         
10,000,000    

 


